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11Abstract In this article we analyze how the joint cognitive system of teacher and student
12actions mediated by cultural tools develops sense making of science concepts, and the use of
13concepts as tools for explaining phenomena and processes related to energy and energy
14transformation. We take a sociocultural approach to the analysis of how material and digital
15learning resources become tools for thinking and reasoning. We combined ethnographic
16descriptions with analysis of video records of classroom interactions in a high school and
17examined how a teacher and a group of students engaged in a computer-supported collabo-
18rative inquiry. Our results show that students through inquiry are enabled to make sense of
19concepts and their experiences with resources and also to use science concepts as explanatory
20tools. However, this is mediated by the teachers’ practices for supporting students, such as
21providing relevant clues for them to continue their inquiry, eliciting their initial understanding
22of concepts thereby making them available for further development, pressing for explanations,
23and reformulating their explanations. The teacher is continuously alternating between with-
24drawing and making students inquire by themselves and supporting their inquiry. In and
25through such social interactions, materials and digital tools become tools for thinking. We
26argue that one of the practical implications of our study is that it is crucial that teachers
27explicitly draw students into their system of activity throughout the entire learning trajectory
28and that the teachers and students together make sense of science concepts for explaining
29energy transformation.
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33Introduction

34We report on how students inquire into matters of energy and energy transformation and how
35their participation in computer-supported collaboration is mediated by tools and changing
36divisions of labor within a developing functional system. We show how this cognitive unit
37solves the task of explaining how a heat pump works,1 and how students’ participation in
38explanations changes during an inquiry trajectory. Students’ inquiry is mediated by a variety of
39material, digital, and social means.
40We are interested in how students and teachers learn together as part of an evolving
41sociocognitive system. This involves extending the unit of analysis beyond the individual
42learner. In the computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) field, Stahl has contributed
43significantly to demonstrating the fruitfulness of extending the unit of analysis to what he terms
44group cognition (Stahl 2006). Group cognition refers to how individuals perform a cognitive act
45together through interaction. In the learning sciences, Enyedy and Stevens (2015) recently
46introduced the notion of collaboration-as-learning as a way of seeing learning as “relational
47changes to a system with multiple parts” (Enyedy and Stevens 2015, p. 204). Pursuing a
48sociocultural approach, we emphasize how a task is solved by a functional system comprising
49tools and the actions of students and their teacher (Luria 1932; Newman et al. 1989).
50Tools are meaningful ideal/material human creations that mediate human practices (Cole
511996). In joint problem-solving, there is often a sequence of actions to be accomplished where
52divisions of labor among participants change over time (Newman et al. 1989). The meaning of
53a task is negotiated among interlocutors, but the task to be accomplished remains rather stable,
54and, over time, interpretations gradually align as students become more expert participants.
55However, students’ understanding is never simply a replication of what is already known. The
56development of conceptual understanding is unpredictable and may take multiple directions.
57An interest in mediational means implies that we pay particular attention to how digital and
58material tools become important resources in inquiry (Wertsch 1998). Tools are often ambig-
59uous and inference-rich, and in educational settings this ambiguity can constitute a basis for the
60emergence and development of conceptual discussions in social interaction (Roschelle 1992).
61Digital technologies can offer more dynamic, interactive, and context-sensitive resources for
62learning (Rogers 2008). Still, research indicates that students often find it difficult to make sense
63of multimodal artifacts combining pictures, texts, models, and moving images, and particularly
64to make sense of science concepts across tools (Ainsworth 1999; Furberg et al. 2013; Jornet
65et al. 2016; Jornet and Roth 2015). The aim of this article is twofold. First, we introduce the
66notion of functional systems as a useful unit of analysis for making sense of how material and
67digital artifacts mediate science learning. Second, we aim to use this notion to analyze how the
68use of science concepts emerges as part of an interconnected dynamic system, and to show how
69the division of labor between teacher and students changes over time (John-Steiner et al. 1998).
70In our analysis, we examine in detail how students learn to use science concepts to account
71for and explain energy and energy transformations. This involves an interest in designing for
72and analyzing students’ explanations and not just their descriptive accounts of phenomena.
73Explanations require attention to unobservable processes and the concepts that can account for
74them (Braaten and Windschitl 2011). What Vygotsky (1986) describes as scientific concepts
75constitute important mediational means for explaining such processes. These concepts are,
76however, difficult to comprehend because they are abstract and detached from reality. Research

1 A heat pump is an inverted version of an air conditioner.
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77has documented that the development of scientific concepts represents a fundamental challenge
78in the learning sciences (Bransford et al. 2000). According to Vygotsky: “The greatest difficulty
79of all is the application of a concept, finally grasped and formulated on the abstract level, to new
80concrete situations that must be viewed in these abstract terms…”(Vygotsky 1986, p. 151).
81Considering this background, we pursued the following research questions:

82& How do science concepts emerge during interactions in multi-representational learning
83settings?
84& How do students learn to use science concepts as explanatory tools?

85The data we analyzed were produced as part of a learning design featuring explicit interven-
86tions for supporting students’ development of concepts across mediational tools. The article
87consists of four main parts. We start by reviewing the literature on computer supported collabo-
88rative inquiry learning and how teachers and digital tools support such learning. Then we describe
89our analytic approach and introduce our case and methods. In the analysis we introduce a rich and
90comprehensive account of students’ and a teacher’s inquiry trajectory, and how their interactions
91are mediated by cultural tools. We end the paper by discussing the theoretical and methodological
92implications of our research and identifying research contributions.

93Supporting students learning scientific explanations in science

94Research shows that in science education, a focus on activities rather than on sense making
95remains the most common practice in classrooms (Windschitl et al. 2012). In a CSCL setting,
96Greiffenhagen demonstrates how the teacher’s routine work involves a whole range of actions
97whose primary objective is not to support learning, but rather to support social regulation
98(Greiffenhagen 2012). Traditional pedagogies emphasize a procedural approach in which
99complex concepts are treated as sets of unrelated tasks (Windschitl et al. 2012). Students’
100prior knowledge is rarely taken into account and teachers seldom press for explanations
101through questioning (Windschitl et al. 2012). In contrast, in CSCL and related fields, a
102growing number of studies demonstrate the positive effects of inquiry pedagogies and how
103various teaching practices and tools can support learning. Research demonstrates quite clearly
104that guided inquiry is more effective than traditional instructional methods (Donnelly et al.
1052014). Having said that, research also shows that students struggle with formulating theories
106and hypotheses, connecting practical procedures to science knowledge, and developing
107continuity in applying science across activities and tools (Van Joolingen et al. 2007). The
108teacher’s actions, such as eliciting information and providing cues, are crucial for supporting
109computer supported collaborative learning (Furberg 2016; Mercer 2000).
110Across theoretical approaches, there has been substantial interest in CSCL to study how
111different kinds of digital artifacts scaffold or support learning as part of collaborative activities
112(Arnseth and Ludvigsen 2006). The scaffolding metaphor has been central in constructivist
113approaches to studying how learning is supported and structured by social and material
114resources. The notion of scaffolding was introduced by Wood et al. (1976) as a metaphor
115for explaining and understanding the role of adults in joint problem-solving. In the literature,
116there is a tendency to define scaffolding as a process through which the more experienced
117other erects temporary intellectual scaffolds that enable the learner to accomplish tasks she
118normally would not manage by herself. Lately, the focus on the individual has been extended
119to how collaborative activities can be scaffolded (Tabak 2004). Still, the aim is often to see
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120how characteristics of the collaboration produce what Enyedy and Stevens (2015, p. 199) call
121distal learning outcomes on an individual level.
122In their extended review of descriptive and experimental studies of scaffolding in science
123education, van der Pol et al. (2010) identified a set of common characteristics. They find a
124narrow focus on how to carry out a task, and much attention is given to the idea of fading,
125which is when the teacher gradually withdraws support. As a consequence, the teacher can
126slowly transfer the responsibility for carrying out the task to the individual learner.
127Van der Pol et al. (2010) introduced an additional term, contingency, which describes how
128support is tailored and responsive to the collaboration and the students’ level of cognitive
129performance. According to them, the need for contingent assistance does not necessarily
130decrease throughout a learning trajectory.
131Quintana et al. (2004) developed a framework for designing software tools that scaffold
132science inquiry. They highlighted support for sense making, process management, articulation,
133and reflection. They drew on the knowledge integration framework by stressing the integration
134of scientific ideas with common-sense ideas (Linn et al. 2004).
135Coordination of multi-representational resources involves joint sense making. However, the
136literature on learning with multiple representations has traditionally been concerned with the
137psychological processes involved in interpreting, understanding, and coordinating different
138visuals (Mayer and Moreno 2003; van der Meij and de Jong 2006). During the last few
139decades, these constructivist interpretations have been challenged by learning scientists who
140have been paying increasing attention to the role of multiple representations in the context of
141collaborative learning (Tabak 2004). Consequently, the focus has shifted towards investigating
142the ways in which representations enable joint activities. For instance, Schwartz (1995)
143reported that dyads working with graphical representations outperformed individuals in
144conceptual performance, and theorized that this advantage is based on the need to build a
145common ground for mutual understanding. Roschelle (1992) described collaborative learning
146with representations as a process of convergence, where students would mutually construct
147meaning in and through their interactions with each other and a digital resource. Both
148Schwartz (1995) and Roschelle (1992) make analytic distinctions between collaboration and
149cognition, and emphasize how certain forms of collaboration, such as establishing shared
150understandings, have positive effects on cognitive performance. The notion of convergence
151was later taken up by Furberg et al. (2013) who, through a detailed analysis of students’
152interactions in a project about energy and heat transfer, demonstrated how representations
153become productive social and cognitive resources in students’ conceptual sense making. These
154studies initiated a research agenda that seeks to investigate the ways in which multiple
155representations are involved in processes of joint activity. Our contribution to this literature
156is a more explicit focus on a joint unit of analysis. Hopefully this will enable us to produce new
157insights into how tools support computer supported collaborative learning of science concepts.

158Theorizing conceptual development as changes in functional systems

159Vygotsky makes a distinction between spontaneous and scientific concepts; spontaneous con-
160cepts are formed in relation to concrete experience, and they emerge from concrete experience
161with the world (Bakhurst 2007). Spontaneous concepts “…sort entities into kinds according to
162criteria formed by abstraction from the entities’ surface characteristics” (Bakhurst 2007, p. 70).
163According to Vygotsky, “The development of spontaneous concepts knows no systematicity and
164goes from the phenomena upward towards generalizations” (Vygotsky 1986, p. 157). Scientific
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165concepts, on the other hand, unite experiences through a principle of unity. This principle
166explains why members of a category are what they are; they become resources for explaining
167experiences with phenomena and processes in the world. Scientific concepts seem abstract,
168general, and remote from the concrete experience of the world. “In the case of scientific thinking,
169the primary role is played by initial verbal definition (italics in original), which being applied
170systematically, gradually comes down to concrete phenomena” (Vygotsky 1986, p. 157).
171According to Bakhurst (2007), Vygotsky does not value an abstract and decontextualized form
172of knowing. On the contrary, for Vygotsky it does not make sense to make a sharp distinction
173between the abstract and the particular because the two mutually inform one another. Scientific
174concepts very much enable us to make sense of particular instances.
175According to Vygotsky, concept formation alternates between association and abstraction.
176“The transition from the abstract to the concrete proves just as arduous for the youth as the
177earlier transition from the concrete to the abstract” (Vygotsky 1986, p. 151). These are two
178different forms of reasoning that can inform one another and merge into one another over time.
179In addition, Vygotsky argues that scientific concepts often develop earlier than spontaneous
180concepts, and that scientific concepts influence the development of spontaneous thinking and
181vice versa (Vygotsky 1986). “Deliberate introduction of new concepts does not preclude
182spontaneous development, but rather charts the new paths for it” (Vygotsky 1986, p. 161).
183Students’ development of scientific reasoning is also mediated by already-acquired concepts.
184We see the mind as “a leaky organ” that spills over into the social environment
185and is distributed among people, tools, and surroundings (Clark 1997). In regard to
186understanding students’ changing participation in scientific reasoning, we want to
187make use of the notion of functional system as a conceptual tool. In contrast to the
188notion of activity systems in which human activity is seen as mediated by commu-
189nities, rules, and divisions of labor, a functional system is more focused on a
190particular task or cognitive function (Newman et al. 1989). Changing functional
191systems represents transformation on interconnected levels, but in contrast to the
192notion of activity systems, it does not denote how the whole person acts in the world
193as part of changing social practices. It is part of the person interacting as part of a
194system who performs a task or a function. Following Luria (1932) and Newman et al.
195(1989), the notion of functional systems is a useful unit of analysis for studying
196scientific reasoning. Describing changes in functional systems becomes a way of
197analyzing cognitive change. According to Luria (1932), there are two distinguishing
198features of functional systems: the presence of a task that is performed by variable
199mechanisms, and the complex composition of the system. Working in the field of
200neuropsychology, Luria (1932) used the notion of functional systems as a construct
201for describing how other parts of the brain can take over functions following brain
202damage. We use the notion to describe the interpersonal system of mediational tools
203and students and teachers actions situated within the zone of proximal development
204(ZPD), which is a system of interactions in which the actions of the students are
205drawn into and become incorporated into the teacher’s system of activity (Newman
206et al. 1989). A ZPD is a particular kind of functional system in which one participant
207acting within the system could not accomplish or work on the task alone. The teacher
208provides the directionality for the development of the system, but there is a mutually
209constitutive relationship between the changing participation of the students and the
210changing system as a whole. Thus, the ZPD is a developing system of social
211interaction in which the student gradually takes over and appropriates the teacher’s
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212functioning within the system. The ZPD is a mechanism for appropriating cultural
213tools. Learning is changing participation within the ZPD, and the ZPD explains how
214cognitive functions are sociocultural phenomena (Newman et al. 1989).
215Resources are crucial parts of functional systems. To learn is to be able to appropriate and
216use ideal/material resources. However, when interacting in the ZPD, participants do not
217necessarily need a shared understanding of resources and their functions. Students are not
218required to understand the full meaning of a tool to be able to use it in interactions, and the
219teacher can use students’ actions and incorporate them into the larger functional system
220without having a very sophisticated analysis of their thinking (Newman et al. 1989).
221Students’ and their teacher’s interactions with resources can serve as a stepping stone for the
222development of scientific concepts.
223In the CSCL field there is a tendency to treat scaffolds as separate from collab-
224orative learning. In constructivist approaches scaffolds support or fail to support
225students’ learning. Tabak extends this approach by emphasizing that systems of
226scaffolds are necessary for learning the complexity of a discipline (Tabak 2004).
227She argues that learning designs need to take into account sequencing and integration
228of different forms of support. In sociocultural approaches the teacher is portrayed as
229important, but often in rather generic terms. Thus, in CSCL there is a tendency to
230appeal to research that addresses the role of the teacher (see Furberg 2016, p. 111). In
231our view, this needs specification in terms of how teachers’ actions mediate learning.
232We do not want to take for granted that mediational means support students’ changing
233agency in the functional system. On the contrary, their supporting functions are
234emerging features in social interactions. In order to make sense of their functions in
235practice, we want to contribute to CSCL research on support by carefully scrutinizing
236how they are introduced, oriented toward, and taken up by the participants and, as a
237result, how they emerge as important integrated support structures for changing
238participation in functional systems over time.

239Case and methods

240In order to provide a comprehensive account of how resources mediate teacher-student
241interactions, we conducted a video ethnographic case study of students working in groups
242(Schaeffer 1995). Video ethnography enabled us to describe and summarize activities and
243combine them with more detailed analyses of interactions. In and through our analysis, we are
244(re)constructing a learning trajectory through narrative, that is, how a particular way of using
245and orienting to science concepts changes over a certain time span. A case study approach is
246useful for studying sense making practices as these unfold and relate to situational particulars
247(Flyvbjerg 2006; Jornet and Roth 2015). Video ethnography enabled us to analyze and describe
248activities and the ways in which participants made sense of and displayed their interpretations to
249one another of what they were doing (Schaeffer 1995). The method provided ways of
250foregrounding the participants’ expertise, knowledge, and understanding of their own local
251circumstances. It is also well-suited to our analytic interest in understanding changing partic-
252ipation in science reasoning and how this reasoning is mediated by cultural tools. It provides us
253with tools for analyzing how participants themselves make meaning in social interactions, how
254that meaning-making is tied to local circumstances, and also how it changes over time.
255The data were collected as part of a larger project in which 24 first-year upper
256secondary students worked on concepts of energy and energy transformation using
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257both material and digital tools. The students were tasked with explaining how a heat
258pump works. A heat pump is an example of an energy transformation system, and the
259goal described in the Norwegian national curriculum is that students apply scientific
260knowledge to explain how it works.
261The students participated in a designed trajectory in which they went from de-
262scribing what happened to explaining how and why. The trajectory was also designed
263to enable them to make connections across resources and tasks. The activities were
264meant to provide students with a broad range of experiences pointing towards relevant
265physics knowledge. Our aim was to create a situation in which learners could use
266abstract concepts introduced by the teacher or inscribed into educational materials to
267explain energy, to bodily and perceptually experience energy transformation, and to
268form spontaneous explanations through experimenting with materials and representa-
269tions. Our analysis provides analytic generalizations of changing participation in
270developing functional systems.
271The total corpus of the data consists of about 37 h of video recordings involving
272two groups of students. The data set for this particular study involved video records
273of the activities of only one of these groups. Two methodological principles guided
274our construction of the data set. First, we chose data in which students were working
275with material and digital learning resources. Second, we selected data for which
276participants, including the teacher, were using and oriented to specific concepts
277relating to energy and energy transformation. From these data, we aimed to recon-
278struct a temporal unfolding of how participants used certain concepts. Our data set
279was thus identified by our analytic interest in conceptual development and how that
280development is mediated by cultural tools (Braun and Clarke 2006). Our selection of
281excerpts from the data set was purposeful. We have deliberately included episodes in
282which we observed crucial changes happening in the functional system of teacher,
283artifacts, and students in terms of how they use concepts as part of explanations and
284accounts. In our analysis we examined how a particular theme is constituted over
285time: how students and their teacher develop their scientific thinking and conceptual
286accounts of an energy transformation system together. We used excerpts to flesh out
287our arguments and to provide backing and detail to our claims, not to perform the
288analysis per se. We also provided broader ethnographic descriptions of the trajectory
289by describing the development and emerging characteristics of the functional system.
290While transcribing the data, we primarily focused on word and sentence meaning,
291putting less emphasis on the details of delivery or turn-taking. We have used the
292following transcription conventions: [square brackets indicate overlapping talk]; (single
293brackets indicate talk that is difficult to hear); ((double brackets are our comments on
294what is going on in the talk)); and … refers to longer pauses in the interactions.
295In terms of analytical procedures, we have oriented to two principles. The first was to
296examine the use of categories and concepts – how they are used and how they are connected in
297and across utterances. The second was to look at how conceptual meaning is developed
298sequentially and how particular topics in the data develop across episodes of interaction.
299The learning trajectory was structured in the following manner. First, the teacher gave a talk
300about energy and sustainable development, which constituted the societal and more authentic
301context for the task. Second, the students were urged to activate their prior understanding of
302energy. Third, the students worked in groups with material artifacts, in this case a spray can, a
303syringe filled with lukewarm water, and a bike pump. These materials illustrated important
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304principles that students can use to understand the inner workings of a heat pump. The students
305produced videos in which they provided explanations and accounts of their experiences with
306the artifacts. A heat pump is an energy transformation system that works in the following
307manner: It contains a fluid that boils at low temperatures, and through manipulations of
308pressure, it can transform energy from outside the house into heat. Three science concepts
309help explain this process.

3101) The relationship between pressure and temperature: Increasing the pressure increases the
311temperature, and vice versa.
3122) Phase transition from liquid to gas and vice versa: Evaporation requires energy, and
313condensation produces heat energy.
3143) How the boiling point in a fluid varies with pressure: When the pressure decreases, the
315boiling point also decreases. This makes it possible for the fluid to boil in low
316temperatures.

317Fourth, they went to a science museum to engage with exhibits on the topic of energy. Fifth,
318they worked with digital models of heat pumps to produce accounts of how they work. Finally,
319they made presentations to the class.
320In our analysis we will focus on how they worked with the spray can and the digital models.
321Information and communications technology (ICT) supported students’ activities in the
322following ways: They could access task formulations, animations, and models, and could also
323upload videos through one integrated system. They were also able to make notes on the
324animations and models and save these into the system. The system also comprised a visual
325model of their learning trajectory, making visible the sequencing of activities. The students
326could access these resources through their mobile phones or their laptops.
327Inspired by an inquiry approach, we also encouraged the teacher to provide hints or
328suggestions instead of direct answers to problems students encountered. Furthermore, design-
329ing for inquiry, we aimed to make both spontaneous and scientific concepts into relevant tools
330for solving their tasks, something which might lead the students to reflect on these concepts
331and their meanings and functions. We will address these issues in detail in the analysis. We
332start with focusing on how the students approached everyday artifacts, in this case a spray can.

333The science of everyday things – everyday and scientific accounts of energy
334transformation

335When students started working with material artifacts, they were touching them,
336pressing buttons, experiencing the effects of what they were doing, and discussing
337and inquiring into the meanings of tasks and their experiences. This inquiry was
338mediated by the task description made available to them through their mobile devices.
339Such experiences enabled them to construct spontaneous accounts that were not
340necessarily mediated by any scientific concepts.
341The spray can contained pressurized air. The task was to press the button on the can and
342describe what they felt and then, without consulting any external information sources,
343speculate about the explanation behind what they felt. As part of the task, the group was also
344asked to record a short video summarizing their interpretations. In the excerpts below, we see
345how concepts emerged and how students made sense of them. The participants were Ray (R),
346Ahmed (A), Ingrid (I), Allan (AL), and their teacher (T).
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347Excerpt 1: Emerging concepts

1. R: Okay, what do we feel? [We feel air.]
2. A: [We feel power.]
3. I: And what is power, and what is air? Energy or something,
4. A: Yeah, but what is it we are supposed to do?
5. R: ((Reading from a mobile phone)) It says: «describe what 
6. you experience and feel, what might be the cause of 
7. what’s happening?» Yeah?
8. A: It’s the pressure.
9. I: It’s the pressure.
10. R: Yeah.
11. A: It’s air.
12. I: ((lifts the can and blows on her hand))
13. A: The reason why it is happening.
14. I: It is pressure so you ((Sends the bottle to AL)), you
15. gotta push the button.
16. A: Oh, they ask what is it that makes it feel cold. What
17. makes it cold?
18. AL: Is that it? ((Reads the task on the mobile phone again))
19. R: Isn’t it because of that thing inside?
20. I: It is cold ((Sends the bottle around))
21. A: Very cold, right?
22. R: Yeah, it is cold.
23. AL: Yeah, but what is causing it?
24. I: What is the cause?
25. A: What is in this thing? ((Reading on the label))
26. I: It only says pressure.
27. AL: It is written here.

348349

350Ray and Allan suggested air and power in lines 1 and 2 as relevant concepts describing their
351sensations, but Ingrid problematized their suggestions in line 3 and introduced energy as a third
352overarching concept. In lines 7 and 8, Ahmed and Ingrid introduced pressure as a relevant concept
353for explaining their experiences. In lines 14–22, they established coldness as a sensation that they
354needed to explain. To summarize, at this stage the group agreed that they felt air coming out of the
355can and that it got cold. Pressurewas introduced into the functional system as a relevant concept for
356explaining these observations. Thus, in line 26, Ingrid said pressure wasmentioned on the label. The
357meaning of the concept pressure is mediated by the textual description on the can. The group’s
358ability to make the distinction is mediated by the task formulation and the properties of the artifact.
359Students experienced the task as ambiguous. At first, it was not clear to them exactly where
360on the can they should feel something or what they were supposed to feel. They were also
361searching for relevant concepts they could use to account for their sensations; to put it
362differently; they looked for concepts that could mediate their understanding of their sensations.
363However, they made a useful distinction between description and explanation (Braaten and
364Windschitl 2011). They described their sensations in a relevant manner, and invoked a concept
365that might explain these sensations. Thus, the functional system of students and materials
366temporarily established pressure as a relevant explanatory concept.
367Addressing the gradual development of a more sophisticated use of concepts requires exam-
368ination of how the teacher mediates conceptual development: that is, how the teacher is incorpo-
369rating students’ actions into a developing functional system of activity (Newman et al. 1989). This
370is achieved through requesting accounts of experiences, providing hints and suggestions, and
371corroborating student accounts. In more general terms, the teacher challenged their concepts.
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373Excerpt 2: The teacher (T) provides support and direction for the developing functional system

1. T: What happens when you press the button?
2. A: Air comes out of it.
3. R: Yeah.
4. T: Air is coming out, that’s right. Anything else 
5. happening? ((Spraying on Ingrid’s hand)) What happened?
6. I: Gas.
7. T: Was it cold?
8. I: Yeah, I was a bit cold
9. T: Were you scared?
10. I: No. It was only a tickly feeling, so just.
11. A: I know what, 
12. T: Yeah, you were cold right?
13. I: Yeah, I was cold.
14. T: But why? This thing isn’t cold.((Gripping the can))
15. A: We were thinking that it is cold vapor.
16. T: Yeah, but vapor, is that cold?
17. AL: No.
18. R: No.
19. A: Chilled vapor is not.
20. T: If you push it, hold it for a while and feel.
21. R: ((Receives the can)). Should I push it and hold?
22. T: Feel the temperature on the can.
23. R: Should I just push here?
24. T: Yeah.
25. R: ((Pushes and holds the button for a while)) It gets 
26. cold, freezing cold.
27. T: It is getting cold all right. Why is that?
28. R: Yeah, why is that?
29. A: ((Grabs the can))
30. T: Why is it cold?
31. A: Interesting.
32. R: Why is it cold, folks?
33. T: Think about the flow of energy.
34. R: Okay.

374375

376In the first few lines, the teacher asked the students to describe what happens. Through a series of
377questions, they agreed upon coldness as the relevant phenomenon to be explained, and the teacher
378challenged them to explain why (Vygotsky 1986). Within the functional system, the teacher was
379eliciting students’ spontaneous concepts and challenging them to explain their reasoning (Windschitl
380et al. 2012). Through a series of questions the teacher elicited the relevant descriptions, and
381corroborated what the students agreed on in the previous excerpt. Within the functional system he
382contributed to establishing something as shared knowledge, and he alsomade clear that this knowledge
383is relevant for carrying out the task. Thus, the students could continue their inquiry trajectory.
384Instead of employing widely-used pedagogical moves that construe their explanations as
385mistaken, he provided guidance that supported further inquiry (Braaten and Windschitl 2011).
386In line 33, he urged them to consider the flow of energy as a relevant process to inquire: that is,
387the transformation from liquid into gas. In and through this account, a process underlying and
388explaining surface features is introduced into the developing system (Bakhurst 2007). An
389explanation was necessary to describe what happens when something changes from a liquid
390state to a gas state. To make sense of what is termed a phase transition in science, the students
391needed to use more sophisticated concepts.
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392After the teacher moved on, they produced a short video. Later, after they had uploaded videos
393of their explanations, the teacher reviewed some of themwith the entire class. The purpose was to
394summarize, identify and clarify misunderstandings, and also to illustrate appropriate solutions.
395The teacher said that the purpose of the experiments was to illustrate three important
396science concepts, and that the goal was to make sense of these concepts and later to apply
397them to a concrete case. The first was what he termed the law of pressure-temperature, which
398states that increased pressure leads to increased temperature, and vice versa. The second was
399the law of liquid-gas: Energy in the form of heat is needed when liquid evaporates, and when it
400condenses, heat is produced. The third was the law of the pressure-boiling point: When
401pressure decreases, the boiling point also decreases, and vice versa. In the following section,
402we refer to these as science concepts that can mediate students’ meaning-making.
403The teacher introduced science concepts into the developing functional system. The science
404concepts were not just presented to students as abstract principles, but were also connected to
405students’ emerging concepts. He also used this activity as an opportunity to check for
406understanding. Furthermore, the videos became a shared resource and represented a way for
407the teacher to introduce science concepts. The next step in the learning trajectory of the
408functional system was to use science concepts to explain concrete particulars. This became
409contextually relevant when the students started working with animations and models.

410Working with digital animations and models

411Here students were trying to make sense of two digital resources. The first is an animation
412illustrating the process of phase transition in a heat pump, and the second is a model of the heat
413pump demonstrating its different parts (evaporator, compressor, condenser, and valve). The
414representation also contains relevant information that can be made visible using a mouse-over.
415Here the students had the opportunity to use concepts as tools for explaining phenomena. The
416focus was on making connections between phenomenon and concept.
418Excerpt 3: Making sense of animation part 1 (see also Fig. 1)

1. I: It is, if you look down there ((Pointing towards the 
2. lower part of the screen)). Down there the temperature 
3. is pretty low.
4. R: Yeah.
5. I: Then it increases here. ((Moving the cursor up on the 
6. left chamber of the model))
7. AL: It is just like the syringe.
8. I: Same as the syringe?
9. AL: Yeah, the pressure is increasing, right.
10. I: The pressure increases, yeah. It has to be something 
11. like that.
12. AL: Look here at the pressure.
13. I: You see the pressure, that is because, here. ((Pointing 
14. on the right chamber))
15. AL: It is much higher, find that one, Ahmed.
16. I: But what kind of pressure is it?
17. A: Hmm?
18. AL: It is about those laws.

419420

421In the first few lines of the excerpt above, the students agreed that the temperature was quite
422low in the bottom part of the animation. In lines 5–6, Ingrid said the temperature increased, an
423inference based on the representation of steam on the upper left side of themodel. Allan drew an
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424analogy between the syringe and the left part of the figure. This is partly correct. Similarly to the
425syringe and because of the valve, the pressure decreases in the left chamber, and the liquid starts
426to boil. Allan and Ingrid agreed in lines 12–15 that pressure was a relevant concept. In line 12,
427Allan oriented them to the right side of the representation, pointing out that the pressure was
428higher. They grounded their interpretation in the textual description of the pressure, which states
42917 bar (Fig. 1). Thus the concept of pressure was made relevant by the model. The abstract
430concept became something else – something they could make sense of because of the sign. The
431model mediated a new understanding emerging in the system, namely that pressure is not static
432but a dynamic phenomenon, and that this is relevant to the explanation. Through this, Allan was
433also able to introduce the three laws as relevant concepts in the functional system.
434Students exhibited difficulties in distinguishing and understanding the relationship between the
435two separate but connected systems of the heat pump. They used spontaneous concepts inferred from
436“reading” the representation, but they were not able to use science concepts as mediational means.
437They knew that the concepts were relevant for explaining what was going on, but they did
438not know exactly how they could be used. To unpack this issue, they brought forward a
439different representation, which situated a heat pump in a physical environment mediating
440between the inside and outside of a Q3house (Fig. 2).
442Excerpt 4: Making sense of animation part 2

1. I: But what kind of pressure is it? It has to be high or
2. low pressure. ((Retrieving the figure depicting the 
3. heat pump))
4. AL: What is going on? Here it is energy from the 
5. surroundings.
6. I: Yeah.
7. AL: It is coming into this thing here.
8. I: That thing?
9. AL: And then.
10. I: Not thing, the chamber: into that chamber over there
11. AL: Chamber?
12. I: Yeah, it says chamber. 

Fig. 1 Model 1, which is an
animation of the process of phase
transition
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443444

445In lines 4 and 5, Allan pointed out how the pump takes energy from the surroundings, and
446Ingrid and Allan in lines 6–12 agreed that energy is transferred into the chamber. The figure
447enabled the group to see how the heat pump takes energy from the surroundings, but it did not
448help them explain the changes in pressure and temperature. They retrieved the science
449concepts they had written down, and Ahmed read the pressure-temperature concept aloud in
450lines 3–7 in Excerpt 5. The written notes of the concepts became an important mediational tool
451in the functional system.
453Excerpt 5. Connecting knowledge and representation part 1

1. A: Three physical laws or principles.
2. I: Wait, heat, can we…
3. A: Yeah, yeah, there is something here, I think. ((Reading 
4. on his screen)) When the pressure in a gas increases, 
5. the temperature increases as well. When pressure 
6. decreases, temperature decreases. This is called the 
7. pressure/temperature law of gases. 
8. I: Mm, as you can see here.
9. AL: Just push that one.
10. 1I: ((Brings forward the model with two chambers and puts 
11. the cursor on the left chamber))
12. AL: So when the pressure increases, the heat increases.
13. I: Yeah, but here. ((Puts the cursor on the right chamber))
14. R: The pressure decreases.
15. I: Here, it decreases.

454455

456The students returned to Fig. 1, and in lines 10 and 11 Ingrid made the left chamber salient.
457In line 12, Allan claimed the pressure was increasing as the heat was increasing, and in line 14,
458Ray stated that the pressure decreased in the right chamber. The students were able to mobilize
459relevant concepts, but they struggled with connecting them to the model. They knew that all
460three concepts were relevant for explaining the workings of the heat pump, so without coming
461to a conclusion, they moved on to the second concept: the boiling point of a fluid decreases
462when the pressure decreases. This helped explain how the fluid can start to boil.

Fig. 2 Illustration of a heat pump in a physical environment mediating between the outside and the inside of a house
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464Excerpt 6. Connecting knowledge and representation part 2

1. A: Let’s read further. ((Reading from his machine)) The 
2. boiling point of a fluid decreases when the pressure 
3. above decreases.
4. AL: Right, here the pressure is low: 5 bar. The boiling 
5. point decreases, and it boils at 5 degrees C.
6. I: (But this here) the pressure is high…
7. A: Yeah, that is true, it-
8. I: But does the pressure increase as well?
9. A: It boils at a low temperature, right?
10. AL: Mm.
11. A: At 5, 6 degrees C.

465466

467When they mobilized the second concepts, they were able to change their inter-
468pretations. In lines 4 and 5, Allan correctly states that the pressure is low in the left
469chamber and is able to connect that to the fact that it boils. Introducing the second
470concept thus enabled them to compare and distinguish between concepts and their
471relevance. We saw earlier how the teacher drew the students into his system of
472activity by introducing the concepts into the functional system. These concepts were
473taken up by the students to carry out parts of the task. We observed that the students
474were able to make use of the mediational means and take over the function previously
475carried out by the teacher. Students were not simply parroting the concept; they were
476using it to explain the fact that the fluid boils at low temperatures.
477They did struggle with taking the functions of the compressor and valve into account. The
478heat pump also constrained their meaning-making of the concepts, since they also needed to
479know the heat pump functions to be able to make use of the concepts to explain concrete cases.
480The group then invoked the third concept, which is about phase transitions. It states that
481turning a fluid into a gas requires energy, and that when a gas turns into a fluid, energy is
482transformed into heat.
484Excerpt 7. Connecting knowledge and representation part 3

1. A: ((Reads)) To make a fluid turn into a gas, it takes 
2. energy. When a gas is transformed into a fluid, energy 
3. is released. This is transfer of energy through a phase 
4. transition.
5. AL: Is that it? ((Pointing at the right chamber))
6. I: I think that’s the one. It turns into fluid.
7. AL: Or it’s dripping down.
8. I: And that means that the pressure is low.
9. AL: Oh, I thought the pressure was high.
10. I: How do we explain this?
11. AL: It looks like the pressure is 17. ((Pointing at the 
12. right chamber))
13. I: It is 17.
14. A: The pressure is constant all the time, right?
15. I: Yeah.
16. R: The pressure is the same.
17. AL: The higher the pressure, the higher the temperature, 
18. right?
19. A: The higher the pressure-
20. AL: The pressure is much higher.
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485486487The students were able to connect this concept to Model 1. In line 6, Ingrid
488pointed to how energy is released in the right chamber, because of the droplets that
489were made visible in the model. This indicated that it turned into fluid. However, in
490lines 8 and 9, Ingrid and Ahmed disagreed on whether the pressure decreased or
491increased. Here, with regard to this particular aspect of the model, the third concept is
492primarily relevant. What the students found difficult was to infer when each concept
493was relevant for explaining what. In line 14, Ahmed noticed that the pressure seemed
494to be constant, and they all agreed that the pressure was high. This account is
495mediated by the representation, which says “17 bar” on the right chamber of the
496figure. Thus, students struggled with the level of description; that is, they were not
497able to describe what the heat pump is, what the various parts are, and what their
498functions are. They needed to establish this as shared knowledge before they could
499use concepts to explain the processes involved.
500The students also found it difficult to make use of three different concepts to
501understand one system. In the excerpt below, the valve finally becomes salient
502for the group. Understanding the functioning of the compressor and the valve is
503crucial to understanding how the pump works as an energy transformation
504system.
506Excerpt 8. Connecting concepts to interpret the system

1. AL: ((Pointing at an object (a tap) at the bottom end of 
2. the figure)) It is probably that one that does it.
3. I: Yeah, it is gotta be something-
4. R: [The pressure is probably the same the whole time.]
5. AL: [That’s probably where the power is coming in.]
6. I: Because it is that valve that-
7. AL: It is the one that takes care of the pressure.
8. I: It is probably that which boils the water. ((Pointing 
9. at the tap/valve at the bottom of the figure))
10. A: First, we gotta figure out if the post it should be 
11. used for that one—it should right? Or which of the two 
12. should it be used for? ((Pointing at the two chambers 
13. of the figure))
14. AL: It is for both of them.
15. A: For both of them?
16. AL: Mm.
17. A: All right ((Reading his notes)). The boiling point of a 
18. fluid decreases when the pressure above the fluid 
19. decreases.
20. R: But none of the pressures are getting higher or lower. 
21. They are remaining the same the whole time.
22. AL: But they are different from one another.
23. A: We say that this one decreased.
24. AL: It is like this thing that needs to be pushed.
25. A: We say that this one is, we say that the pressure has 
26. decreased because it is low. It hasn’t really 
27. decreased since 5 is constant, but since it is that low, 
28. we say it decreased and the boiling point. The law of 
29. pressure and boiling point states that the boiling 
30. point of a fluid decreases, and we see that here. 
31. ((Pointing at the figure))
32. AL: Mm.
33. A: It boils at only about 6 degrees Celsius or something.
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507508509The students noticed that the valve must do some important work. In lines 1
510and 2, Allan made the “tap at the bottom” into a salient feature, but they were not
511sure what kind of work it did. In line 7, Allan correctly said it “takes care of the
512pressure,” but then in lines 8 and 9, Ingrid said that it boils the water, which is
513not aligned with the correct solution to their task. There was some disagreement in
514the group. Ray claimed in lines 20–21 that the pressure remained constant, but
515Allan said in line 22 that they are different. Ahmed did not clarify this issue but
516argued instead that they should say that pressure decreased, even though they did
517not know the precise reason (lines 25–30). This is a correct account, even though
518they were not able to explain the exact functioning of the valve. They were unable
519to make sense of the fact that the valve regulates pressure. This made it difficult
520for them to articulate how the two chambers are connected to one another to form
521one energy transformation system. In this sense, the representation did not mediate
522their meaning-making towards a correct understanding of the pump. It is not
523necessarily only the science with which the students were struggling; it may also
524have been the digital and physical objects and their mediating functions in the
525overall functional system.
527Excerpt 9. Struggling with coordinating concepts

1. I: I am sure you can put that stuff in there. It is the 
2. boiling point law as well. ((Pointing at a sheet where
3. the laws are written down))
4. AL: (?)
5. I: You can use the boiling point law, too.
6. AL: (?) ((Writes))
7. I: It is energy. ((Filling in the words while AL is 
8. writing))
9. AL: Energy, so then you have to get energy, right?
10. I: Yes.
11. AL: ((Writes))
12. I: ((Reading from the sheet where the laws are written)) 
13. When a gas is transformed into a fluid, energy is
14. released. Energy is released.
15. AL: Energy.
16. AL: Right, that is what we find here. It is transformed 
17. into a fluid, and energy is
18. released. ((Moving the cursor onto the right chamber))

528529

530Here the students moved between the model and their written notes, and these
531cultural means become available through talk. They were also engaging in writing
532down their accounts. Allan took a leading role in the developing functional system,
533and he was writing down and articulating the correct account of how phase transition
534happens in the heat pump. He did not take up or incorporate into their written
535account Ingrid’s suggestion (line 5) about using the boiling point concepts. Instead,
536Allan treated Ingrid’s suggestion about energy (line 7) as salient and incorporated her
537account into making a more coherent explanation about how phase transition results
538in transformation into heat energy.
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540Excerpt 10. Connecting knowledge and representation part 4

1. I: Should we include the main points in (?)
2. AL: I’ve got it.
3. I: Where is it ((inaudible))?
4. AL: And then I’ll set it like this, the lower the pressure,
5. the lower the boiling point. We can say that it boils 
6. at about 5 degrees C. When the fluid transforms into 
7. gas, energy is generated. Yes, I’m finished with that.

541542543The students were accounting for what was happening in the left chamber; here, the boiling
544point concept was relevant. Allan articulated this in lines 4–7. When the pressure decreases,
545the boiling point decreases and the fluid takes energy from the environment and transforms
546into a gas. Phase transition is also made salient, and they are able to connect the two different
547concepts to account for energy transformation in the heat pump. This is a correct account of
548why the fluid starts to boil and transforms. A more scientific use of concepts is emerging in the
549functional system.
551Excerpt 11. Connecting knowledge and representation part 5

1. AL: Look, here it goes down (decreases) right, and then 
2. energy is released, as it is written here. ((Switching
3. from Figure 1 to 2)) When a gas is transformed into 
4. liquid, energy is released. It is transformed into a 
5. fluid. Energy is released and is turned into heat 
6. inside the house.
7. I: Heating the water.
8. AL: And then it moves around and (?) in a cycle like this.
9. I: It… here it is heated or something. Air is heated.
10. AL: Then the pressure is lower.
11. I: Yeah, lower pressure and then heating, yeah, no, it is
12. (?)
13. AL: Here, the pressure is high.
14. I: Yeah, it is warm at least.
15. AL: Then it is warm, right?
16. I: Hot air that rises.
17. AL: And then it should transform into a fluid. Then energy
18. is released, and then it warms ((the house))

552553

554Allan correctly articulated how energy was transformed from gas to liquid in the
555right chamber and how the pump generated heat using this process (lines 1–6). Allan
556also introduced the concept of a cycle in lines 8–9, which is a sophisticated account
557of energy transformation. The students did not take up or account for the functioning
558of the compressor and the valve. Nevertheless, the developing functional system was
559able to make use of science concepts to explain the workings of the heat pump. They
560were able to use the three concepts and to see their relevance for explaining various
561aspects of the energy transformation cycle. Interleaving between different
562representations mediated this work in that it enabled them to zoom in and out, and
563thereby to connect the relevant science concepts to the particular feature of the figure.
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564The teacher is modeling the interconnecting use of concepts in the functional system

565The teacher walked around to all the groups as they worked and assessed their accounts. In
566Excerpt 12, we see that he asked about the differences between the models. He asked an explicit
567question about the compressor and was given a correct response. He then moved on to the right
568chamber, where energy is transformed into heat. One of the members in the group came up with
569the correct explanation. He also came up with a correct account of the functioning of the valve.
570Towards the end of the trajectory, the teacher is doing what Braaten &Windschitl (2011, p. 666)
571term “pressing for explanation.” That is, he asks how and why questions, and asks students
572about how concepts relate to the energy transformation system.
574Excerpt 12. Teacher is facilitating the development of a systematic use of concepts

1. T: Mm. What is indicated by that level compared to the 
2. previous one?
3. AL: It shows these two. ((Pointing at Figure 2))
4. T: Mm.
5. AL: And that and that one.
6. T: Mm, what happens if we try this voice over, no mouse 
7. over.
…
8. T: What is it that the compressor does?
9. AL: It increases the pressure.
10. T: Mm. What happens in that chamber? ((Dragging pointer to
11. the red part of the figure))
12. AL: It is the pressure, that the gas should transform 
13. into fluid and release energy, which in turn heats up 
14. the house.
15. T: And why is it transformed into liquid?
16. AL: The pressure is high.
17. T: Mm, and what about the valve down there at the bottom?
18. AL: It releases pressure, so that the pressure decreases,
19. So that it might boil over here.
20. T: Mm, yeah, good. Brilliant. What circulates here, then?
21. AL: Hm.
22. T: The arrows, what do they illustrate? ((Signify))
23. AL: Liquid and gas.
24. T: Mm. Okay, it is the same material that circulates. It
25. is a closed system. It is one substance that travels in
26. a circle. It is what we call a medium, which is a 
27. substance that can easily change from liquid to gas, 
28. and vice versa. It is what circulates in this system,
29. and that circuit, that circuit is something else. 
30. ((Pointing at Figure 2))

575576

577Overall, the students managed to come up with an explanation of the workings of
578the heat pump. In the conversation with the teacher, Allan demonstrated a sophisti-
579cated account of the heat pump as an energy transformation system (lines 12–14 and
58018–20), which is acknowledged by the teacher in line 20. What happened here in
581relation to the developing functional system was that the teacher oriented them to the
582functioning of the valve and the compressor, thereby making it salient for them.
583Finally, in lines 24–30, the teacher modeled a more coherent account of phase
584transition in the heat pump.
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586Excerpt Q413. Teacher models the use of concepts

1. A: What makes them move?
2. T: It is the power that we put in. It is the electrical 
3. energy we put into the heat pump. It is not used for 
4. heating because that happens through regulation of the
5. pressure up and down.
6. A: Mm
7. T: It is used for regulating the pressure. The compressor
8. requires power to increase the pressure, right. You 
9. remember the bike pump; it took a lot of energy to 
10. compress the air.
11. A: Yeah.
12. T: And this is what we use the electrical energy for: to 
13. drive the compressor, to circulate the liquid in the 
14. system.
15. A: Mm.
16. T: To adjust the pressure in the valve and stuff like that.
17. A: Is the pressure what creates the heat?
18. T: Yes, it is what creates the heat.
19. A: It is what creates the heat.
20. T: The pressure increases in the liquid that circulates.
21. It is on the inside, and the increase in pressure makes
22. it condensate, which releases heat. And when it gets 
23. out, the pressure decreases, and when the pressure 
24. decreases, you remember from the syringe experiment. 
25. What happened with that?
26. A: That when we pushed, energy came out.
27. T: Mm, it started to boil, right?
28. A: Mm.
29. T: And when something boils, it requires?
30. A: Energy.
31. T: Energy, and it receives that from the air outside.
32. A: Now I get it.
33. T: And these two other circuits ((Pointing at figure)), it
34. is like, they are either, this blue one receives heat
35. from the outside and into this, let’s call it an 
36. evaporation chamber.
…
37. T: Because there has to, heat needs to be brought here, 
38. heat needs to be picked up so that it evaporates, and
39. this transports heat from the evaporation into the 
40. house through pipes in the floor or a device mounted 
41. on the wall.
42. AL: Mm
43. T: Mm
44. I: Yes
45. T: In a way, this is the main component of the heat pump
46. device, which is on level three in the animation.
47. I: ((Bringing forth Figure 3))
48. T: Right, the two chambers with the valve and the 
49. compressor.

587588

589In this final excerpt, the teacher modeled how the concepts could be used to make sense of
590and explain the workings of the heat pump. He drew together what the students had been saying
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591and articulated it in a more coherent fashion. In and through his account, he modeled a coherent
592use of science concepts. The teacher also made connections between the experiments they had
593done previously and the features of the heat pump. This comparison made it easier for the
594students, and they were able to display an understanding of the relevant connections. This is
595made evident through their use of agreement tokens. For instance, in lines 6, 11, 15, 28, and 32,
596Ahmed agreed with the teacher’s accounts. Allan and Ingrid did the same in lines 42 and 44.
597The teacher engages students in social interaction using concepts as part of causal explanations
598to describe what happens and how the heat pump works. Through this he also made available to
599the students an account of what counts as an explanation in this context (Windschitl et al. 2012).
600The changing agency in the ZPD is structured in the following manner: The teacher introduces
601knowledge and provides connections to the world outside of the classroom. The students work on
602their own to solve problems and to engage in other activities with materials. They try to figure out
603what is going on. The teacher focuses their attention on what they should treat as salient without
604providing the answers too easily. Then they work on their own to try to solve their tasks. Gradually,
605the teacher introduces the relevant knowledge and connects that towhat the students have been doing.
606Finally, the teacher provides the directionality of the development of the system, in that he introduces
607interpretive frames for the students that make it possible for them to orient to the salient issues, and
608over time to appropriate the teacher’s accounts and to connect the knowledge he introduces to their
609experiences throughout the trajectory. The distribution of agencywithin the ZPD as a system changes
610as the students gradually take a more central role in using concepts as explanatory tools. Still, the
611teacher performs important functions within the ZPD throughout the trajectory.

612Discussion and concluding remarks

613Our analysis shows how students’ abilities to participate in evolving functional systems change,
614and that they are enabled to contribute with more comprehensive and elaborate uses of concepts
615to explain energy transformation. In and through computer supported inquiry activities, the
616students have gained concrete experiences, used spontaneous and scientific concepts on their
617own, and used a set of concepts along with the teacher to explain the workings of a complex
618energy transformation system. Because of this trajectory of conceptual development, they are
619able to make sense of what the teacher is saying; it is not abstract and de-contextualized. They
620are gradually becoming more adept at making use of abstract concepts to make sense of
621concrete cases (Vygotsky 1986). Gradually and over time, the teacher has been able to engage
622students in meaning-making, interpret their responses in terms of his understanding, and model
623the use of multiple concepts to explain the task. In other words, he is modeling a legitimate way
624of using concepts as mediational means for explaining (Braaten and Windschitl 2011).
625On a theoretical level, our study contributes to CSCL by utilizing the notion of a functional
626system as a unit of analysis, and how concepts are made sense of and used within systems. This
627contributes to our understanding of how themind emerges as a composite entity made visible in
628and developed through social interaction. Even though this notion is not novel, applying it to
629CSCL activities enables us to address the interrelationships between computer support, social
630support, and science learning – that is, how conceptual development develops as part of
631complex socio-material configurations. In addition, the notion of the ZPD enables us to
632explicitly address issues of learning; that is to say, of changing agency within a functional
633system. Research on support in CSCL settings has mostly pursued a constructivist approach in
634analyzing how social and material support facilitates collaboration; however, ultimately learn-
635ing is seen as the individual constructing and refining ideas (Linn and Eylon 2011). This is
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636perfectly legitimate, but through extending the unit of analysis while retaining a focus on the
637task to be accomplished, we are able to analyze how particular relationships between elements
638in a system solve the task. Several sociocultural studies in CSCL have examined teacher-student
639interactions (Furberg et al. 2013). Mercer, for instance, has identified the functions of teacher
640actions such as elicitation, reframing, and rephrasing (Mercer 2000). We are sympathetic to this
641approach, but we believe it is crucial to treat such functions as part of developing systems.
642Furthermore, our focus on a trajectory enables us to account for how functions are related
643sequentially. Consequently, such functions do not make sense in the abstract; they instead get
644their meaning from how they function within systems and where they occur in a sequence.
645Methodologically, our study demonstrates the fruitfulness of combining an ethnographic
646approach with the use of video. The inclusion of transcripts also serves to corroborate our
647claims, and it also enables readers to engage more critically with our analysis and findings. In
648CSCL, studies of support tend to employ either a factoring approach (see Donnelly et al. 2014)
649or a micro-oriented approach to interaction (Greiffenhagen 2012; Mercer 2000). We have
650demonstrated how a combination of ethnographic description and analysis of interaction
651enables us to analyze a trajectory of activity on an intermediate level of description. This
652allows us to address issues of change while retaining an emphasis on detail. A video
653ethnographic approach thus enables us to focus on the stability and contingency of this
654composite collective unit of activity (Enyedy and Stevens 2015).
655By combining the notion of functional systems with an interest in changing participation, we
656make empirical contributions in regard to three issues. First, we address how support works
657within a functional system. The literature on support tends to take an individualist stance, where
658the student gradually becomes able to perform a task on his or her own (Wood et al. 1976). By
659focusing on developing functional systems, we show how the teacher, through the use of
660particular tools, is able to draw students into a system where successful performance is
661dependent upon joint activity. Furthermore, we show how support is not something that is
662erected temporarily and then taken away. Developing students’ participation in joint problem-
663solving is a continuous process of fading and support where the students can gradually exercise
664more agency. This is in line with the work of van der Pol et al. (van der Pol et al. 2010). Our
665contribution is to insist that this support is part of a functional system that performs tasks.
666Second, we mentioned how research shows that students encounter some difficulties in
667making sense of multirepresentational learning settings (Van Joolingen et al. 2007). Similarly to
668Furberg (2016), we also found that students considered it challenging to use a set of concepts to
669make sense of not one isolated phenomenon, but of a system of processes and outcomes. Rather
670than simply criticizing students, we showed how the teacher used reformulations to model more
671coherent uses of concepts in the developing system (Braaten and Windschitl 2011). Students
672also experience difficulties with making sense of concepts across materials and representations.
673Spray cans, syringes, and bicycle pumps are everyday artifacts with specific meanings and
674functions that are more or less taken for granted by the students. However, in this particular
675context, they become something else (Jornet and Roth 2015). They are re-contextualized and
676offer experiences that the students need to explain in a scientific way. Gradually, the interpre-
677tations of the objects are made available to students, and they also make inscriptions of the
678teachers’ accounts for later use. Progressively, they are enabled to connect their abstract
679knowledge to concrete cases. Similarly to Roschelle, we find that through working with
680inference-rich and ambiguous materials and representations, students gradually exert more
681agency in using science concepts (Roschelle 1992). When relevant knowledge is not simply
682there in written form, the material and digital artifacts mediate a sustained inquiry into their
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683meanings. Students need to traverse among resources to try to make sense of problems and
684tasks. The fact that students experience challenges does not have to be a problem. On the
685contrary, and as we demonstrated, the teacher can use students’ problemswith using concepts as
686starting points for instruction (Linn and Eylon 2011). Still, students need help from the teacher
687to be able to connect the relevant concept to the particular case. This finding is corroborated by
688other research in CSCL (Furberg 2016; Krange and Ludvigsen 2008).
689Third, according to Braaten & Windschitl (2011, p. 665), much of the literature on scientific
690explanations tends to focus on how teachers can communicate ideas more effectively so that
691students can more easily absorb them. Our study demonstrates how teachers’ communication
692about science explanations can be more effective as part of shared knowledge construction in
693social interaction. In and through our analysis we have attempted to study learning as a collective
694process, and we have demonstrated how the evidence of conceptual learning is an outcome that is
695demonstrably present in the interaction itself (Enyedy and Stevens 2015). Still, the students found
696it particularly challenging to use the concepts as resources for explaining the heat pump. This is a
697form of relational and systemic thinking that is very demanding. However, this form of reasoning
698is made available to the students as part of a developing functional system; over time, they are
699enabled to appropriate a certain way of solving complex science problems. Gillen et al. demon-
700strated how an interactive whiteboard can provide mediational means for the teacher to create
701continuity in the students’ learning trajectory (Gillen et al. 2008). In addition, we also found how
702the teacher can use such means as tools for checking for understanding when going through
703student products, introduce relevant concepts, and model the use of concepts to explain phenom-
704ena. We also found that students’ initial interpretations of their experiences using everyday
705concepts facilitated their use of science concepts as resources for explaining.
706In inquiry learning, students find it challenging to make sense of something they do not yet
707know, using knowledge to which they have not yet been introduced. This is what Bereiter
708(1985) characterizes as the learning paradox, which implies that if “one tries to account for
709learning by means of mental actions carried out by the learner, then it is necessary to attribute
710to the learner a prior cognitive structure that is as advanced or complex as the one to be
711acquired” (p. 202). Our study demonstrates quite clearly that we do not need to attribute any
712prior advanced cognitive structure as an explanation for student learning. Learning concepts
713takes place in the ZPD, and the teacher draws the students into the functional system being
714realized in the classroom. Our study makes visible how complex it is for students to operate
715within inquiry oriented environments with access to a whole range of digital and material tools.
716It is very difficult for young people to find their way in this environment and connect the
717meanings and functions of tools to their task at hand. Having said that, we have also
718demonstrated how students engage in more sustained inquiry, use concepts as explanatory
719tools and merge experience based and more abstract knowledge through engaging in these
720kinds of learning ecologies. Using functional systems as a unit of analysis, that is, as the
721minimal unit that preserve the characteristics of the whole phenomenon, enabled us to
722analytically grasp how techno-culture is practiced in science classrooms. In more generic
723terms, it made us able to show how learning in the computational age is the result of complex
724interconnections between the human and non-human.
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